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Other Lectern Sound and Non-Sound from Oklahoma Sound  

THE Vision 

 

Model # 612 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Congratulations!!! On your purchase of the Vision Lectern. The perfect lectern solu-
tion for customizing logos for your institution or presentation slideshows. Designed with 
a  sleek curved shape in a modern cherry laminate, that provides a contemporary look 
for a variety of venues, The Vision is furnished with breakthrough technology; a 15-
inch LCD screen built into the front of the unit. Your screen has the ability to display im-
ages uploaded with a SD-card or flash drive. It includes a remote control, allowing the 
presenter to switch to various preloaded images with a touch of a button during a 
presentation or between speeches. This integrated system can be used to display cus-
tomized logos in your school, hotel or place of worship. Additionally, it enables a speak-
er to bring a presentation to life by displaying diagrams and photos for the audience. 
This beautifully hand crafted lectern is built with a ¾-inch stain and scratch resistant 
wood grain thermofused melamine laminate on MDF. The unit is equipped with two 
shelves for ample storage and moves easily with four concealed casters, two locking 
and two non-locking. 

Dimensions  
 
Overall………...46H” X 24”W X 21”D 
Interior shelf…..……..14.5”D X 23”W 
Screen……..…………………..15inch 
Weight…………………………...97LBS 

Hardware included: 
  
4   Casters (2 Locking– 2 Non-locking) 
10   Cam Locks 
10   Cam Bolts 
6    L Brackets 
2    Z Bracket        
47   Black #8 Screws  
      (24 for the “L” bracket)  
      (16 for the casters)  
      (7 to attach Z brackets  to front panel)    
      (4 # .2” screws to attach Z panel to screen 
4     Shelf supports for the adjustable shelf 
 
Tools Needed: 
 Phillip Screwdriver   
 Small wrench to tighten nuts for the Z brackets 
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Note: the lectern is covered by a five year warranty. 

The screen is covered by a one year warranty. 
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Hardware and Screen Assembly: 

Diagram 1 

Diagram 3 

Diagram 4 

Diagram 2 

1.  Begin by laying out all the panels on a clean soft surface 
with the pre-drilled holes facing up. Insert all cam locks and 
cam bolts. Be sure to insert the cam locks with the small 
arrow facing toward the opening on the side of the panel for 
the cam bolt to be inserted easily. (See diagram 1) 

 
2.  Continue by taking the LCD screen out of the box. Place 
the screen face down on a clean and soft surface, so not to 
scratch the frame. Take the front panel B and gently place 
the panel over the screen so the back of screen fits through 
the cut-out.  Be sure that the censor (small circle) on the 
wood frame on the front of the screen is on the bottom of 
the panel. The screen will not be flush to the front panel. It 
should stick out ¼ of an inch. 

 
3. The Z bracket’s four center holes should be aligned  

with the four center holes of the back of the screen. 
(Diagram 2) 

4.  Using the #.2” screws (4 in total) , screw  the Z bracket 
into the screen. (Diagram 3) 
 
5. Please take note, that when assembling the Z bracket to 
the screen, the three screw holes should be on top, and the 
four screw holes should be on the bottom. (Diagram 3) 
 
 
 
6.  With the #8 screws  (7 needed) you will then screw the Z 
bracket to the  panel B. (Diagram 4) 
 

 
7.  On the “BOTTOM PANEL (F)” screw in the four casters. 
The locking casters should be screwed into the predrilled 
holes closest to the shaped finished edge, The second pair 
of non-locking casters should be screwed into the 
predrilled holes closest to the unfinished edge. 
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Assembly of Lectern: 
 
1. The first step is to align the holes on the edge of the panel B with 
the three cam bolts on the side panel A. Insert the front panel gently 
until the panel is completely flush with  panel A and tighten the cam 
locks. (See diagram 4)  

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

6.  Go over all the cam locks and double check that they are all as tight 
as possible to ensure that the lectern is as stable as can be. 
 
Congratulations you have successfully assembled your lectern!! 

Diagram 4 2. Continue by repeating the above 
procedure with Panel D. 
 
3. Take Panel F (with the wheels to-
wards the bottom of the unit) and in-
sert snuggly  into the groove on the 
bottom of side panel A.  
 
4. Proceed by aligning all the cam 
bolts on the left panel C with holes on 
the edge of panel B and D and gently 
insert all of the bolt into the holes and 
tighten the cam locks. 
 
5.  Screw the 6 L brackets on the bot-
tom of panel F to panels A, B and C.  

 

Caution: When rolling your lectern from room to room always do so with 
care by holding the unit firmly with both hands to avoid the lectern from tip-
ping over. The unit should never be moved by a child under 12 years old.  
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Screen Instructions and Functions 
 
Below are some important points on how to operate the screen effectively. 
 
1. The order in which you load your logos on to a USB Flash drive is the order in which they will 

appear. This is the case even if it appears on your computer that the order is different, the 
screen will display it in the order that the images were loaded onto the stick.  

2. To have your logo displayed and frozen on the screen, press the pause button on the remote. 
To move the screen to the next logo or image in queue, press the right arrow once. If you press 
the play button this will continue to display the images in a slide show format in the intervals 
set in your Setting menu option.  

3. The remote works best when you direct the remote at the censor button on the front of the 
frame. 
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Headphone 
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USB 

SD Card 

HDMI 

PS-DPF1504 Screen Size:15"  


